Antro del Corchia
5th December 2017 visit - Class 4B of ISIS “Il Pontormo” Empoli

The Cave
Antro del Corchia is a natural cave inside the Corchia
mountain, also known as the empty mountain.
- Inside the cave there are about 60km of mapped
tunnels divided in horizontal tunnels and wells which
connect them. It isn’t fully explored and it is esteemed to
have about 40km of unexplored tunnels.
-it is considered the second biggest cave in Italy
(if the expected unexplored 40km were to be
mapped it would become the biggest in Italy).
-it is the third deepest cave in Italy being 1.2 km deep.
The altitude of the entrance is at 800m above the sea
level and the deepest point is at about 400m above the
sea level.

The cave entrance
The entrance to the cave is an artificial
tunnel separated by three doors to keep
constant temperature and pressure
conditions, otherwise the pressure
difference between the inside and the
outside would cause a strong wind,
especially in summer due to the high
temperature range (with outgoing wind) .
In winter the wind is much weaker, due
to the chimney effect. In spring and
autumn the wind is almost absent,
because the pressure is balanced.

Some curiosites
A method to find new entrances is to look for places where the snow
melts because in winter, nearby the entrances, there is a leak of hot air.
On the other hand, in summer, the opposite happens: very cold air comes
out.
Caves are an important reserve of water. It is collected as groundwater,
and is a main source of drinkable water because it is quite free from
impurities

The route
landslide gallery→
English gallery→
Friday lake→
ring and petrified
forest→
gallery of
stalactites.

The karst phenomenon
The cave has a fluvial origin: it was formed by the
karst phenomenon: CO2 dissolution in water leads to

the production of Carbonic Acid (H2CO3) which erodes
the calcareous rocks.

CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O →Ca(HCO3)2
Calcium Bicarbonate, originating from this process, is
much more soluble than Calcium Carbonate. This is why
the acidified water melts the calcareous rocks.
Concretions take characteristic colours, based on
their chemical composition: black for plants remnants
or manganese, brown/pink for iron and white for pure
Calcium Carbonate.

The various types of concretons
• The stalactites originate from the ceiling and
propagate downwards, while the stalagmites originate
from the soil and propagate upwards. The columns result
from the union of a stalactite and a stalagmite.
Both concretions are formed by water that infiltrates in
the rifts of the rock, freeing carbon dioxide and
resulting saturated in calcium carbonate which then
precipitates, forming a growin ring around the droplet of
water. The process is very slow, taking about 100 years
(depending on the type of rock) for 1 mm of growth.
• The cave popcorn are formed when water droplets
containing calcium carbonate fall and impact on the
ground dividing into spherical structures.

How to preserve concretons
It is strictly forbidden to touch the stalactites
and stalagmites in order to avoid blocking their
growth.
They have a very long lifespan, in fact they grow
by one millimeter every 100 years.
If we touch them, the fat of our skin creeps
into the crystal reticle and it could block the
growth of the concretions because it slides off
the drop of water and prevents the calcium
carbonate from settling.
This is like condemning them to death, both
those already dry and those that are wet.

The discovery
The oldest entrance is "Eolo's hole", discovered in 1840
by a citizen of Levigliani, while he was looking for
minerals. He ran into a cavity from which cold air came
out. He explored it for 200m, but then he was blocked
by a 100m deep well.
At the beginning of 1900 the real exploration of the
cave began, thanks to the speleogical group of Florence.
Other groups from several Italian cities joined, together
with English and Polish ones, due to its growing fame.
Along the walls of the gallery the first speleologists left
their signatures.

The landslide gallery, the English gallery
and the Friday lake
An artificial tunnel has been excavated to allow tourists to
enter the cave, but speleologists usually descend from a 25m
deep well called "Empoli well", the second discovered entrance
taking its name from the city of origin of the group that
identified it.
The landslide gallery ends at a height of 843m, in a wider
space where the "English gallery" finds its origin.
By looking at the ground, it's possible to observe some signs of
mechanical erosion, which was caused by water movements,
because of the freatic origin of the galleries.
The English gallery, has a total extension of 245 meters and
is part of a reticle of many straight hallways. It leads to the
Friday lake.

The Stalactte Gallery and Petrifed Forest
The Stalactite Gallery includes the
Petrified Forest,with stalactites and
stalagmites with swollen shapes and
grey-brown colour.
Here water does not flow any more and
just a few drops enliven the concretions,
which are so dense that they almost
hinder the way.
A large collapsed rock, with a phallic
stalagmite on the top, is the lintel of the
entrance to the still-living part of the
Stalactite Gallery.

The Mineralogy Laboratory
After the cave visit, we went to a laboratory where we performed some
identification assays on several minerals and rocks.

The sample box
At first we were
given a box with
several
different rock
samples.

Lava stone
Feldspate

Granite

Quarzite Calcite

Garnet
quarz

Marble

Chalk
Pink quarz

Testng minerals hardness: The Mohs scale
We performed the scratch assay on several minerals. It consists
in trying to scratch a mineral with another one in order to verify
which one is the hardest.
This simple assay is the basis of the Mohs scale, indicating minerals
hardness and dividing them into soft, intermediate and hard
(1→10). One mineral can scratch a preceding one (more tender),
but not one following it in the scale.
Among our minerals, quarz (7) was the hardest, in fact it scratched
both chalk (2) and calcite (3).

Identfcaton of iron-rich rocks
Then we analyzed two minerals with traces of lead (Pb) and iron
(Fe), which are easily recognizable with the use of a magnet:
in fact this will be attracted only by iron.

Lead rock

Iron rock

Some simple chemical identfcaton assays
By putting a marble piece in chloroacetic acid we noticed a reaction
with the production of CO2 bubbles.
Some minerals containing copper can be recognised for their
characteristic colours: malachite (green) and azzurrite (pale blue).
By putting the last one in a tube with ammonia a reaction was
observed, giving the content an intense blue colour.
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Birefringent minerals


The spato of Iceland is a type of calcite that produces a particular
optical phenomenon, named birefringence. In the laboratory we
observed this phenomenon putting the mineral over a text on a piece
of paper. The text was "split".
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Fluorescent rocks




We analyzed some minerals under a UV light. After having switched off
the UV light, one rock continued to emit light for some seconds.
This phenomenon is called phosphorescence and it derives from the slow
emission of energy by excited electrons gradually returning to their
ground state.
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The fame test
In the next test we observed the various colours that a flame assumes when it burns
minerals containing different elements: green for copper, orange for calcium, purple for
potassium.
The energy supplied by the flame destabilizes the eletronic structure of the atom,
trasforming the energetic state of one or more electrons into an excited one, thus
increasing their distance from the nucleus of the atom.
Having been temporarily excited, when the electrons return to their ground state they
release energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation, which our eyes perceive as
coloured light.
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The petrography microscope




In the last experience we observed the thin section (a sort of slice of rock honed
and polished to 0.03 mm in thickness) of some rock samples made of several
minerals.
The petrography microscope allows the recognition of minerals by the use of
polarized light. The polarized radiation crossing the different minerals undergoes
refraction, reflection and interference phenomena, which are characteristic and
depend on the optical properties of each mineral, which can then be identified.
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